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Abstract
Object detection for autonomous vehicles has received increasing attention in recent years, where labeled data are often expensive while unlabeled data can be collected
readily, calling for research on semi-supervised learning for this area. Existing semisupervised object detection (SSOD) methods usually assume that the labeled and unlabeled data come from the same data distribution. In autonomous driving, however,
data are usually collected from different scenarios, such as different weather conditions or different times in a day. Motivated by this, we study a novel but challenging
domain-inconsistent SSOD problem. It involves two kinds of distribution shifts among
different domains, including (1) data distribution discrepancy, and (2) class distribution
shifts, making existing SSOD methods suffer from inaccurate pseudo-labels and hurting model performance. To address this problem, we propose a novel method, namely
Dual-Curriculum Teacher (DucTeacher). Specifically, DucTeacher consists of two curriculums, i.e., (1) domain evolving curriculum seeks to learn from the data progressively
to handle data distribution discrepancy by estimating the similarity between domains, and
(2) distribution matching curriculum seeks to estimate the class distribution for each unlabeled domain to handle class distribution shifts. In this way, DucTeacher can calibrate
biased pseudo-labels and handle the domain-inconsistent SSOD problem effectively. We
demonstrate the advantages of DucTeacher on SODA10M, the largest publicly available
semi-supervised autonomous driving dataset, and COCO, a widely used SSOD benchmark. Experiments show that DucTeacher achieves new state-of-the-art performance on
SODA10M with 2.2 mAP improvement and on COCO with 0.8 mAP improvement.
† Lanqing Hong is the corresponding author.
© 2022. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Introduction

Autonomous driving [13, 19, 30] has received considerable attention in recent years because
of its potential to ease congestion, reduce emissions, and even save lives. However, the
timeline for the real-world application of autonomous driving is still uncertain due to the
unsatisfactory model performance. One main reason for the limited model performance is
the limited size of labeled data, as collecting a large number of annotated data is usually
expensive, especially for the tasks like object detection and segmentation. To overcome this
problem, semi-supervised learning (SSL) [2, 3, 5, 16, 32, 43], a paradigm to use abundant
unlabeled data to improve the model performance with limited annotated data, is a promising
technology for autonomous driving.
Object detection is one of the most important tasks in autonomous driving, which provides positioning and classification for crucial targets (e.g., pedestrians) for subsequent route
planning [20, 26, 33, 48]. Existing semi-supervised object detection (SSOD) mainly builds
upon well-collected datasets, such as ImageNet [8] and COCO [24], assuming that labeled
data and unlabeled data are independent and identically distributed (IID). In autonomous
driving, however, data are usually collected from various scenarios, such as different weather
conditions or different times in a day, resulting in data with different distributions. Motivated
by the largest publicly available semi-supervised autonomous driving dataset, SODA10M [15],
we aim for a novel setting of SSOD, where there are (1) multiple domains in the data and
(2) class distribution shifts among the domains. We name it as domain-inconsistent SSOD.
See Fig. 1(b) as illustrations.
The above domain-inconsistent setting introduces two challenges for SSOD. One is how
to tackle the data distribution shift between labeled and unlabeled data. This problem has
been investigated in domain adaption [11, 27, 29, 35, 45] but is usually neglected in semisupervised learning [2, 3, 5, 16, 32, 34, 39, 43], which would result in noisy pseudo-labels
and hurt the model performance. The second challenge is how to track the class distribution shifts in multiple domains. In SSL, the class distribution of the labeled data is usually
adopted as a prior to calibrating the pseudo-label distribution of the unlabeled data [2, 16].
However, with class distribution shifts, existing distribution correction methods [2, 16], taking a false class distribution as a reference, would cause bias to the head classes in the labeled
data and result in biased pseudo-labels. See Sec. 3 for more discussions on the challenges.
In this work, we propose Dual-Curriculum Teacher (DucTeacher) for the challenging
domain-inconsistent SSOD with data distribution shift and class distribution shift. Two
curriculum strategies, i.e., distribution matching curriculum (DMC) and domain evolving
curriculum (DEC), are proposed to obtain appropriate pseudo-labels for semi-supervised
learning. Specifically, DEC is proposed to learn unlabeled data from different domains progressively to alleviate noisy pseudo-labels caused by the data distribution shift. It proposes
a difficulty metric to measure the domain similarity and introduces unlabeled data from different domains according to the domain similarity. Moreover, DMC is proposed to adjust
the class-specific and domain-adaptive thresholds for pseudo-labeling. It dynamically adjusts the thresholds for each class, to avoid introducing too many head class pseudo-labels or
too few tail class pseudo-label by maintaining an unbiased pseudo-label distribution. Extensive experiments on SODA10M [15] and COCO [24] show the superiority of the proposed
DucTeacher. Overall, the main contributions of this work are three-fold:
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Daytime, City street, Clear

(a) Correlation of domain similarity and precision.

Daytime, Highway, Overcast
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Night, City street, Clear

(b) Data distribution shifts and class distribution shifts between domains.

Figure 1: (a) Correlation between domain similarity and precision of pseudo-labels. The
precision of pseudo-labels produced by the model with Unbiased Teacher [26] is positively
associated with the proposed domain similarity provided by DucTeacher. (b) Data distribution shifts and class distribution shifts between domains.
• We target the novel but challenging domain-inconsistent SSOD setting for practical
autonomous driving, where the labeled data and unlabeled data come from different
domains. Meanwhile, both the data distribution shifts and class distribution shifts
happen on the data.
• We propose DucTeacher with two curriculum strategies, DEC and DMC, to provide
accurate and unbiased pseudo-labels and improve the performance for semi-supervised
object detection.
• In DucTeacher, we develop a novel class distribution estimation method to resist the
class distribution shift on the unlabeled data, and a difficulty metric to estimate the
domain similarity of unlabeled data from different domains.

2

Related Work

Curriculum Learning. Curriculum learning [1] is a learning strategy inspired by the human learning process, which aims to learn training samples from easy to hard. Prior works
[5, 7, 21, 38, 44] have shown that curriculum learning can optimize the learning process
and improve performance, especially when the label is noisy or the training cost is limited.
However, how to design a curriculum learning strategy in Autonomous Driving for better
training effective is under development
Semi-supervised Object Detection. Considering the high cost of collecting annotated data,
many semi-supervised methods have been proposed for the object detection task [26, 33].
For example, STAC [33] uses a small set of labeled data to pre-train a detector and then
uses the detector to generate pseudo-labels for unlabeled data. Unbiased Teacher [26] improves the pseudo-label generation by using a teacher-student mutual learning framework
and alleviates the long-tailed effects of focal loss [25]. Instant-Teaching [48] uses a coteaching [14] framework to get accurate pseudo-labels. Combating noise [37] alleviates the
influences of noise pseudo-label by considering the uncertainty. MA-GCP [23] improves
the consistency between the feature of the pseudo-labels and its corresponding global class
feature. MUM [22] utilizes the Interpolation-regularization (IR) and proposes a more effective strong-augmentation to improve the effectiveness of the pseudo-labels. In contrast, we
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Figure 2: Illustration of the proposed DucTeacher. DucTeacher contains two curricula, DEC
and DMC, to obtain accurate and unbiased pseudo-labels. While DEC controls the sampling
and DMC adjusts the precision of pseudo-labels. Two curricula work with each other well
to provide accurate and unbiased pseudo-labels for domain-inconsistent SSOD.
consider a more challenging setting where the labeled data and unlabeled data come from
different domains, causing semi-supervised object detection more difficult.
Cross-domain Object Detection. Cross-domain object detection [4, 6, 10, 17, 31, 41, 49]
assumes the source data and target data have different data distributions and emphasizes the
high performance on target data. However, they focus on the target domain performance
and ignore the performance drop on the source domain, and are limited to the single target
domain. Beyond that, multi-target domain adaptation aims to address domain shifts between
the source and multiple target domains. Existing studies [12, 18, 28, 42] focus on multiple
domain shifts in classification tasks. However, directly applying existing multi-target domain adaptation methods to domain-inconsistent SSOD is unfavorable, since they ignore the
long-tailed class imbalance within each domain [46, 47] and class distribution shifts among
domains in SSOD. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to explore the
multi domains class distribution shifts problem in semi-supervised object detection.
Discussion. Overall, the domain-inconsistent SSOD task in this paper is different from
cross-domain object detection and multi-target domain adaptation. Specifically, domaininconsistent SSOD considers multiple unlabeled domains and seeks to simultaneously handle
co-variant shifts and class distribution shifts among these domains. In contrast, cross-domain
object detection only considers a single target domain, while multi-target domain adaptation
ignores the class distribution shifts. Hence, domain-inconsistent SSOD is more challenging.

3

Problem Definition

As discussed in Sec. 1, existing SSOD methods [20, 22, 23, 26, 33, 37, 48] are mainly limited
in the IID setting, where the labeled and unlabeled data come from the same distribution.
Considering the practical situation in autonomous driving, we target a novel setting named
domain-inconsistent SSOD, as shown in Fig. 1. Specifically, there are domain shifts in the
data, including (1) the data distribution shift, and (2) the class distribution shift between the
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labeled and unlabeled data. Here, data distribution shift refers to the difference in pixel-level
data distribution, such as daytime versus night. On the other hand, the class distribution shift
refers to the difference in the class distribution in each domain. As illustrated in Fig. 1(b),
the “Daytime, Highway, Overcast” domain has very few pedestrians while the “Night, City
street, Clear” domain often has more pedestrians. Meanwhile, we assume that only data
from a few domains are annotated, while data from most other domains are unmarked. This
is common in practical autonomous driving as the labeled data are limited and cannot cover
many domains [15].
Nl
represent the labeled set including Nl labeled samples, where
Let DL = {(xil , yli )}i=1
yli = {cli , bli } denotes the label that contains both the category label and the bounding box
coordinate label. Let DU = {Du,1 , Du,2 , ..., Du,k } be the unlabeled data of k domains, which
Nu, j
may include the labeled domain. For each domain Du, j , j = 1, 2, ..., k, Du, j = {xiu, j , j}i=1
represents Nu, j unlabeled data in this domain. There is no bounding box and class annotation
for Du, j , but the domain index j is assumed to be available. The domain index is easy to
collect in practical applications, which represents the acquisition environment of unlabeled
images (e.g., the location is City street, the period is Daytime, and the weather is Rainy).
Under the above domain-inconsistent SSOD setting, the data distribution shift can be denoted
as p(xl ) ̸= p(xu, j ), that is, the distribution of the labeled data xl is different from that of the
unlabeled data xu, j . On the other hand, the class distribution shift is denoted as p(yl ) ̸=
p(yu, j ), i.e., the class distributions of each domain are different.
Challenges in domain-inconsistent SSOD. The above domain-inconsistent setting introduces two challenges for SSOD. First, the data distribution shifts would let the model trained
on the labeled domain predict inaccurate pseudo-labels for the unlabeled domains with large
distribution gaps. As shown in Fig. 1(a), different levels of data distribution gaps result in different precision of the predicted pseudo-labels. For instance, the model trained on the labeled
images of daytime tends to make more mistakes for the unlabeled images at night, compared
to the unlabeled images at dusk. Second, the class distribution shifts among domains make
it difficult to obtain unbiased pseudo-labels for the unlabeled domains. Specifically, the
pseudo-labels would bias to the head classes in the labeled domain. A common practice
to alleviate the biased pseudo-label distribution is to match the pseudo-label distribution to
the class distribution of labeled data [2, 16]. However, when the unlabeled data come from
multiple different domains with different class distributions, using the class distribution of
the labeled data as a reference is inappropriate.

4

Method

In this section, we propose a dual-curriculum strategy named DucTeacher to eliminate noisy
pseudo-labels in the data level and class level, as shown in Fig. 2. First, we develop Domain
Evolving Curriculum (DEC) in Sec. 4.1 to introduce unlabeled data from different domains
progressively according to the domain similarity, which aims to avoid noisy pseudo-labels
on data from hard domains. Second, we propose Distribution Matching Curriculum (DMC)
in Sec. 4.2, a curriculum learning strategy to select pseudo-labels of different classes by
matching the pseudo-label distribution and ground truth class distribution.

4.1

Domain Evolving Curriculum

As shown in Fig. 1(a), learning in domains with different domain similarities would produce
pseudo-labels with noise at different levels, moreover, Fig. 1(a) shows the teacher model
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produces unreliable pseudo-labels yui for domains with low domain similarity. Based on the
observation and the idea of learning easy samples first, DEC aims to learn similar domains
first and learn the dissimilar domains after the model performance has been improved, which
avoids the influence of noisy pseudo-labels produced in dissimilar domains.
Domain Similarity. We define the domain similarity to measure the difficulty of each unlabeled domain. Prior work [5] shows the max prediction score can be regarded as a metric of
uncertainty in image classification. In this work, we propose to use the average bboxes score
Su, j for different unlabeled domains Du, j , j = 1, 2, 3, ..., k to measure the domain similarity.
Su, j =

1
Nu, j

Nu, j

∑ f¯θ (ymax |xiu, j ),

(1)

i=1

where Nu, j represents the image number in domain Du, j , f¯θ (ymax |xiu, j ) represents the average
of max class probability of the predicted bboxes for each image from the unlabeled domain
xiu, j . A domain with a high average bboxes score represents its high self-entropy and can be
regarded as an easy domain for the model.
Domain Evolving Training. After computing the similarity for each unlabeled domain. To
eliminate the influence of noisy pseudo-labels in dissimilar domains, DEC selects unlabeled
data from domain Du, j with the high domain similarity Su, j first then the dissimilar domains.

4.2

Distribution Matching Curriculum

Current SSOD algorithms [22, 23, 26, 37, 40, 48] usually select pseudo-labels with confidence larger than a fixed pre-defined threshold. However, this strategy would cause the
pseudo-labels yui bias to the head classes. To reduce redundant head class pseudo-labels and
encourage more neglected tail class pseudo-labels, DMC tries to match the ground truth class
distribution and pseudo-label distribution by adjusting the class-specific and domain-specific
thresholds at each iteration.
The intuition of DMC to dynamically adjust thresholds is that if the number of pseudolabels produced by the teacher model is more than expected, the threshold would be raised
and vice versa. The ratio of pseudo-label distribution and ground truth class distribution for
j
u, j
each class pe(yu,
c )/p(yc ) can be regarded as an indicator to raise or reduce the threshold for
class c in the domain Du, j . Moreover, because of the class distribution shifts in unlabeled
domains, the proportion of each class in different domains is also different, which is shown in
Fig. 1(b) (e.g. Trams appearing on highway with a lower probability). Hence, the threshold
for the same class should also be different in different domains, which drives DMC to adjust
thresholds Tcu, j for each class at the domain level:
j
Tu,
c = τ +µ

j
pe(yu,
c )
j
p(yu,
c )

,

(2)

where Tcu, j represents the threshold for class c in domain Du, j , τ is the pre-defined high
j
threshold, and µ is the scale factor. p(yu,
c ) is the ground truth class distribution of class c,
which represents the proportion of class label c among all the ground truth labels in domain
j
Du, j . The pseudo-label distribution pe(yu,
c ) is computed by accumulating the class number
of model’s predictions on the unlabeled data over the training course,
u, j

j
pe(yu,
c )=

1
N pu, j

Np

∑ 1( fθt (yc |xiu, j ) > Tu,c j ) · 1(c = C),

i=1

(3)
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C = argmax( fθt (y|xiu, j )),
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(4)

j
where pe(yu,
c ) is the cumulative pseudo-label distribution of class c in domain Du, j and is
j
changed at each training iteration. pe(yu,
c ) can be regarded as the proportion of pseudo-labels
of class c over all the class in domain Du, j . fθ (yc |xiu, j ) is model’s prediction of the unlabeled
data xiu, j and N pu, j is the number of pseudo-labels in domain Du, j over the training course.
j
Estimating Class Distribution. However, the ground truth class distribution p(yu,
c ) in the
unlabeled domain Du, j is unavailable and because of the class distribution shifts between
different domains, as shown in Fig. 1(b), the class distribution of labeled data p(ylc ) is not
an accurate estimation for that of unlabeled data. To resist the class distribution shifts, we
propose a simple yet effective method to estimate the accurate class distribution for different
unlabeled domains. First, by evaluating the unlabeled data with the model pre-trained on a
labeled domain Dl , we can obtain the predicted bboxes on the unlabeled data from all the
domains Du, j , j = 1, 2, ..., k. The accurate class distribution for each unlabeled domain Du, j
is computed as
j
l
p̂(yu,
c ) = p(yc ) ·

Ncu, j
,
Ncl

(5)

j
l
where p̂(yu,
c ) is the estimated class distribution of unlabeled domain Du, j for class c, p(yc )
u, j
l
is the ground truth class distribution of labeled data for class c, Nc and Nc are the number
of predicted bboxes on the labeled domain Dl and the unlabeled domain Du, j for class c. The
proposed estimation method is based on this assumption, if the model is biased, the predicted
results in each domain have the same bias. The proposed estimation method in Eqn. (5) can
remove the bias by division and after removing the bias of model’s predictions, Ncu, j /Ncl
represents the scale ratio compared to p(ylc ) . Experiments in Sec. 5.3 show the proposed
estimation method can get much more accurate class distribution of the unlabeled data, and
the estimated class distributions can help DMC adjust the threshold more accurately.

5
5.1

Experiments
Experimental Settings

Datasets, Baselines and Evaluation Metrics. We benchmark the proposed method on the
recently proposed autonomous driving dataset SODA10M [15]. There are six class labels in
SODA10M (i.e., Car, Truck, Pedestrian, Tram, Cyclist, Tricycle). It has 5,000 labeled data
from a single domain (i.e., Daytime, City street, Clear) and 10M unlabeled data from 48
domains [15]. We also conduct the experiments on MS-COCO [24] following [26], which
can be seen in the supplementary material. In this work, we adopt STAC [33], Unbiased
Teacher [26], CSD [20], and Instant-Teaching [48] as our baseline SSOD methods. Moreover, we take the state-of-the-art cross domain object detection method UMT [9] as the
baseline to show the superiority of DucTeacher to tackle the multiple domain shifts. Also,
we implemented the state-of-the-art multi-target domain adaptation method MT-MTDA [28]
on SODA10M. We also consider the supervised baseline where the model is trained without
unlabeled data. We use AP50:95 (denoted as mAP) as the evaluation metric, which averages
the ten AP values over AP50 to AP95 .
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Table 1: Comparison of mAP for different semi-supervised methods on SODA10M. The
value in brackets represents the mAP improvement compared to the supervised model.
Method

mAP

AP50

AP75

Car

Truck

Pedestrian

Cyclist

Tram

Tricycle

Supervised-only
STAC [33]
UMT [9]
MT-MTDA [28]
Unbiased Teacher [26]
MUM [22]
DucTeacher w/o DMC
DucTeacher w/o DEC
DucTeacher (ours)

37.9
42.8 (+ 4.9)
44.7 (+ 6.8)
45.2 (+ 7.3)
46.2 (+ 8.3)
45.9 (+ 8.0)
47.3 (+ 9.4)
48.1 (+ 10.2)
48.4 (+ 10.5)

61.6
64.8
67.5
70.4
70.1
71.2
72.1
73.3
73.5

40.4
46.0
48.2
49.4
50.2
49.8
51.7
52.2
52.4

58.3
63.4
65.1
68.6
67.9
66.3
66.9
67.0
68.7

43.2
47.5
49.9
51.8
53.9
53.4
53.6
53.9
54.3

31.0
35.7
34.6
32.4
33.8
35.5
36.6
37.1
37.9

43.2
46.4
48.1
47.5
50.2
48.0
50.3
50.5
50.9

41.3
44.4
50.2
49.4
55.2
48.8
55.8
55.7
56.6

10.5
19.6
14.3
12.5
16.4
23.1
20.0
21.3
19.0

Figure 3: Visualizations of the pseudo-labels. The green and red bboxes represent objects
detected or missed by models.

5.2

Results

SODA10M. We benchmark the proposed DucTeacher on the SODA10M dataset [15, 36],
compared with the supervised baseline and state-of-the-art SSOD methods [26, 33]. Table 1 shows the superiority of DucTeacher, which improves 10.5mAP over the supervised
baseline. Compared with the state-of-the-art SSOD method, Unbiased Teacher, DucTeacher
can also improve the performance by about 2.2 mAP. Table 1 also shows that compared to
Unbiased Teacher, DucTeacher improves the AP performance for both the head class and the
classes with poor performance. Specifically, DucTeacher outperforms Unbiased Teacher by
0.8 AP for head class “Car” and 4.1 AP, 2.6 AP for poor classes “Pedestrian” and “Tricycle”,
respectively. COCO. We also evaluate the proposed DucTeacher in classical SSOD setting
on COCO [24] following Unbiased Teacher [26]. Table 2 shows that DucTeacher achieves
state-of-the-art performance under different ratios of labeled data. Note that 1% means that
1% of the total image are labeled, and the others are unlabeled. Although DucTeacher is
focusing on tackling the noise prediction problem caused by multiple domains and class
distribution shifts among this, DucTeacher can also improve detection in COCO.

5.3

Ablation Studies

Domain Evolving Curriculum. To avoid
the noisy pseudo-label produced on the unlabeled data with a drastic data distribution shift, DEC aims to learn unlabeled data
from a similar domain first. As shown in
Fig. 1(a), the domain similarity measured
by the metric proposed in DEC is positively Figure 4: Number of predicted boxes per imassociated with the precision of pseudo- age by Unbiased Teacher and DEC.
labels. Hence, we can use DEC to select the unlabeled data with a high domain similarity as
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Table 2: Comparison of mAP for different semi-supervised methods on MS-COCO under
different labeled data ratios. The value in brackets represents the mAP improvement compared to the supervised model.
Method

1%

2%

5%

10%

Supervised-only
CSD [20]
STAC [33]
Instant-Teaching [48]
Unbiased Teacher [26]
DucTeacher (ours)

9.1
10.5 (+ 1.4)
14.0 (+ 4.9)
18.0 (+ 8.9)
19.6 (+ 10.5)
20.4 (+ 11.3)

12.7
13.9 (+ 1.2)
18.3 (+ 5.5)
22.5 (+ 9.8)
23.6 (+ 10.9)
24.2 (+ 11.5)

18.5
18.6 (+ 0.1)
24.4 (+ 5.9)
26.8 (+ 8.3)
27.9 (+ 9.4)
28.2 (+ 9.7)

23.9
22.5 (- 1.4)
28.6 (+ 4.7)
30.4 (+ 6.5)
30.9 (+ 7.0)
31.2 (+ 7.3)

easy unlabeled data to train first and avoid noisy pseudo-labels.
Table 1 shows that, with the help of
DEC, the performance gain is 1.1 mAP
compared to the Unbiased Teacher, showing the effectiveness of DEC. Moreover,
Fig. 4 shows that with the help of DEC, the
model would predict more instances per image, which represents DEC can make fewer
False Negatives error. The False Negatives
error seriously affects the self-training pro- Figure 5: The ratio of pseudo-label distribucess since it would make the image lack tion and ground truth class distribution for
annotations of some objects, which encour- each class.
ages the student model to predict the background class for the unmarked objects and restrains
the ground truth object class. Fig. 4 also shows the number of predicted boxes per image in
DEC is much more than that in Unbiased Teacher in the early training iterations. This is because the proposed DEC removes the data from dissimilar domains in the early stage, which
avoids making miss detection mistakes on data from dissimilar domains and then avoids the
model learning unmarked objects as a background class.
Distribution Matching Curriculum. DMC
is proposed to introduce pseudo-labels with
the cut of dynamical thresholds for each
class and obtain unbiased pseudo-labels. As
shown in Fig. 5, using the fixed thresholds
for each class to select pseudo-labels would
produce redundant head class pseudo-labels
and restrain the produce of tail class
pseudo-labels, which causes a high ratio Figure 6: KL divergence between the ground
of pseudo-label distribution to ground-truth truth class distribution and estimated class disclass distribution for head class Car and low tribution (red line), class distribution of laratios for tail classes Tram and Tricycle. beled data (black line).
Compared with the Fixed thresholds, the ratio of pseudo-label distribution produced by DMC to ground-truth class distribution is much
closer to 1, which represents DMC can inhibit the production of over-confident pseudolabels of head class, and encourage much more neglected pseudo-labels of tail class. Table
1 also shows with the effect of DMC, DucTeacher can achieve 1.9 AP improvement compared to Unbiased Teacher, moreover, improve 4.9 AP for tail class (Tricycle). Fig. 3 shows
DucTeacher can detect poor class objects neglected by Unbiased Teacher and this kind of pre-
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dicted bboxes would further promote the learning course for poor classes in a self-training
framework, which improves the recognition ability for poor classes.
Estimating Class Distribution. To rectify the pseudo-label distribution, we need to accurately estimate the class distributions of multiple unlabeled domains. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed class distribution estimation method, we estimate the class distribution
of the validation set and observe the difference between estimated class distributions and
ground truth class distributions. Fig. 6 shows the KL divergence between estimated class
distributions and ground truth class distributions is lower than 0.2 for all the unlabeled domains. Moreover, Fig. 6 shows when existing class distribution shifts, class distribution of
labeled data would have a high KL divergence with that of unlabeled domains (black line),
which means regarding the class distributions of labeled data and unlabeled data as the same
is inaccurate.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we introduce a practical semi-supervised object detection setting for autonomous
driving, named as Domain-Inconsistent Semi-Supervised Object Detection, where the labeled data and unlabeled data come from multiple different domains. Moreover, we point
out there are two serious problems, input data distribution shifts and class distribution shifts.
Furthermore, we propose DucTeacher with two curricula, DEC and DMC, to obtain accurate
and unbiased pseudo-labels. Experiments show our DucTeacher achieves satisfactory performance on both the domain-inconsistent SSOD dataset SODA10M and the classical SSOD
dataset COCO. Beyond DucTeacher, how to design a more effective data curriculum strategy, such as without using domain labels, is interesting. Second, extending DucTeacher to
the 3D autonomous driving scene is also significant. Third, due to the large training cost of
training an autonomous driving model, combining the advantages of semi-supervised object
detection and continual object detection to improve both the precision and training efficiency
is considerable.
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